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WHEN EVERYTHING IS NOT ENOUGH…
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Kids can’t have everything they want, but we all want them to have  
everything they need—wonderful books, like this one.

A few necessities, a run through the wildflowers, a walk under a starry 
sky, time to read, to dream, and…

to just be. Mole is happy with all that he has. But when a friend points 
out all Mole lacks, he thinks maybe he does need a bit…more, more, 
MORE! Soon, Mole has EVERYTHING. So why does he still he feel like 
something’s missing? In his own stumbling, open-hearted way, Mole 
figures out that just enough is just right for him. 
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• Timeless and classic, spot on for right now:  Doesn’t demonize the acquisitive, but asks kids to consider the real 
worth of things we think we must have. 

• A nifty-gift-y book: With its gently-made point on the nature of real happiness, high-quality art and stylish extras, 
this will be a much-appreciated gift for kids of any age (from 1 to 100).

• A new talent to watch on the Blue Apple list: Expect more titles in a variety of genres from this amazing  
author/artist whose style has hints of Arnold Lobel and Garth Williams.

About the Author

Jamison Odone makes his Blue Apple debut with Mole Had Everything.  A graduate of The Art Institute of Boston and  
Western Connecticut State University, Mr. Odone searches daily for interesting story ideas, one of the few things he feels  
one can never have enough of. He lives with his family in Baltimore, MD.


